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The birth of Chicago’s ½ Pints Poetics (HPP) dates back to the mid 1990’s, when Kuumba Lynx founders were volunteering in 
CPS classrooms and after school programs. It was here, that we merged our music with the work of our parents’ activism and 
Chicago’s socio-political movements. We challenged students to read, listen and analyze the works of Boogie Down Produc-
tions in comparison to the Black Panther Party Platform for Revolution.

Back then, we saw Chicago’s emerging Hip Hop and poetry movement as another vehicle for igniting action against policies like 
the Anti-Gang Loitering Act, Three Strikes Law, Graffiti Blasters and No Child Left Behind.  We even encouraged Local School 
Councils and teachers to embrace conversations around equitable living and economics through works like Biggie Small’s 10 
Crack Commandments.  We were devoted to our art, believing it was healing and transforming our lives. We still do trust in the 
power of an art that reflects the current cultural realities and urban demographics of the United States, Hip Hop.  

Around this time, Marvin Gutierrez, currently a Junior and recipient of the First Wave Hip Hop Scholarship at the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison, was a member of the Kuumba Lynx Performance Ensemble. At the age of eight, he was deconstructing 
media images, struggling with social responsibility vs. consumerism, building his personal identity, and developing a worldview 
informed by his geographical experiences. An early poetic interrogation of the city of wind’s political structures, a poem we 
called “Trickin the Kids”, positioned him as the youngest competitor in the first year of Louder than a Bomb (LTAB), the nation’s 
largest teen poetry slam. That year, there were no age restrictions, only an undisputable need for youth counter-culture. 
Kuumba Lynx was grounded in the type of work that brought our city to the conversations birthing LTAB. KL’s participants were 
Chicago’s youth poetry slam pioneers, mentored, by Hip Hop heads full of audacious hope. “Trickin the Kids” didn’t win, but 
as LTAB reassures us all, “the point is not the point, the point, is the poetry!" The point is, that genius results from a process of 
engaging very young students in literacy and art making. These early experiences instilled conviction in Marvin Gutierrez and 
vested a city of emerging Hip Hop educators.

These days, it is unquestionable that Hip Hop is a critical educational tool to present and preserve youth voice on issues of 
justice, equitable education, civic engagement, and literacy development.  More often than not we find that standardized 
education seeks to reproduce ways of knowing that silence, lessen and often whitewash other ways of knowing. Kuumba 
Lynx’s (KL) work aims to build on the social justice arts framework of progressive educator and activist communities by explor-
ing issues of resistance in creatively performative ways.  Honed for almost two decades, and forged by a collective of artists & 
activists who themselves were raised by Chicago’s urban art & culture, KL has developed into a nationally recognized youth 
development organization. 

½ Pint Poetics is an extension of this Chicago born pedagogy and was formalized in 2008, when, after winning the LTAB slam, 
youth members of the Kuumba Lynx Performance Ensemble recognized the roots of their success, and helped to implement 
the ½ Pint Poetics Elementary Poetry Slam (HPP), Chicago’s first socially and environmentally-charged arts competition of its 
kind.  They volunteered as coaches, and logistically, executed a very successful HPP poetry slam, hosting eight teams and an 
audience of 150+ guests at Clarendon Park. That following summer, public school students from several of the participating 
HPP teams, including Ravenswood, Uplift and Inter-American, went on to form the poetry crew, Raw Starz.  Under the coaching 
of a former KLPE member, Quenton Cole, aka Solarfive, the Raw Starz presented their first collaboration to an international 
audience at Chicago’s 2010 Brave New Voices Green Slam. The response to the words of these adolescent youth has energized 
a movement that has picked up national momentum.  More importantly, it has helped highlight research that indicates when 
students at an earlier age are able to explore issues of cultural identity, and critically look at their world; they improve their 
self-perceptions and perform better in school.

Neither crew of poets was motivated by the sanction of poetry score cards, but rather, by the process of turning a very intimate 
piece of their being into a public declaration for the stage. KL’s accomplishment as winners of LTAB 2008, 2010 and most 
recently, 2013, speaks to the success of engaging elementary school students in an early arts literacy and educational curricu-
lum platform where they can share their stories and validate those of their peers. The walk of these student-poets has been 
shaped by the Kuumba Lynx WE GET FREE pedagogy, which is deeply rooted in relationship and community building.  Much 
like the Mississippi Freedom Schools of the Jim Crow era, youth on youth learning is key.  KL program participants have always 
been young; purely a reflection of the safe inter-generational spaces that Hip Hop provides.  Six to seven year-olds are readily 
seen free styling and spitting writings they have generated in KL workshops.  These relationships allow participants to gain a 
literacy that utilizes art-making and sharing, which inspires creative expression, critical thought and innovative actions.  

It is within this Kuumba Lynx pedagogy foundation that students can begin to create original performances and installations, 
travel their works and use them as a foundation for cross-cultural and inter-generational conversations about the state of our 
world and how we may work to improve the challenges that our youth face.  Kuumba Lynx’s ½ Pint Poetics is an entry way for 
elementary school students to join with teens and college-aged mentors to engage in various community service projects, be 
exposed to artistic and social justice platforms, and find a common ground through shared experiences and their personal 
narratives.  

The KL journey produces new generations of analytical thinkers, compassionate activists, and committed leaders that have 
been cultivated by a profound engulfment in Hip Hop pedagogy.  It starts with ½ Pints. Word Warrior is a zenith for ½ Pint 
Elementary Poetry Slam participants. It celebrates their writings and provides a few activities to get any learning community 
started, on this WE GET FREE journey!

Introduction A note from the Founders 
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We Respect We Appreciate   We Nurture We Give Back We Grow
We utilize rituals to welcome and prepare the individual--mentally, physically, and spiritually--to engage in the community 
building process. Our rituals also establish safe spaces in which our interactions are guided by a set of community 
principles that honor our diverse histories, shared responsibilities, and collective growth.  Every program opens and closes 
with a unique circle up cipher where participants offer positive affirmations to one another.

Esperanza (hope) as effective curriculum 
Material hope: sharing your self-I eat u eat  
Socratic hope: confront your own suffering- have a willingness to investigate our own practices and how we may be failing 
or have failed a child   
Audacious hope: Be bold & equitable confront and radically heal their suffering as if it were yours

Gaining reflective arts making & arts literacy skills 
Self-expression is a means of developing collective efficacy to raise awareness about local/social/political issues which 
impact individuals, families, and communities. Commit to a process of personal growth and transformation that is 1) 
Sequential 2) Relevant 3) Inclusive and involves 4) Active learning.  Use their vernacular and aim for students to be literate 
in the terminology, people, places and ideas within Hip Hop art & culture and its related influences, guiding them in the 
acquisition, development and presentation of artistic works, paying special attention to the impact of both the historical 
and social context of the art form. 

Empowering opportunities for critical thought & ethical commentary
We encourage our participants to create conscious art driven from a critical examination of social issues and a personal 
exploration of values and ethics. Our youth are empowered to claim the personal as political and vice versa, making 
connections between their individual experiences and the experiences of others locally, nationally, and globally.

Trained Hip Hop Mentors & Instructors emphasizing transitional leadership 
We provide our participants with Hip Hop mentors trained in hip hop arts & instruction. Our emphasis on transitional 
leadership ensures that our participants are being developed as artists and educators with an expectation that they will 
become the next crop of hip hop mentors in the continuum of local, grassroots leadership.

Family atmosphere where art connects to community, culture and identity 
Provide a family environment that acknowledges the individual as an extension of a family unit that informs our notions of 
identity and culture and also serves as a site of both joy and trauma. We choose to apply a strengths based perspective to 
our work with families viewing them as community resources integral to the development of our participants.

Relationships with the larger community
We cultivate relationships with other youth-serving programs and organizations in order to coordinate and collectively 
strengthen the network of services available to those in our community. We believe it takes a village to raise a child and 
appreciate the opportunity to partner with like-minded organizations. 

Emancipating learning experiences utilizing arts & activism
Nurture young people's critical consciousness as a means of identifying social inequalities. Provide culturally relevant 
curriculum that takes an assets-based approach to students lived experiences and affirms a counter-narrative to marginal-
ized voices & communities. 

Exposure to an array of people, places & ideas that celebrate vast ways of knowing 
Get out of your classroom.  Open up your classroom.  Get to know your own communities then explore others.
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English/Language Arts, Literature & Reading
STATE GOAL 1: Read with understanding and fluency.

STATE GOAL 3: Write to communicate for a variety of purposes.

Listening & Speaking

STATE GOAL 15: Understand economic systems, with an emphasis on the United States.
STATE GOAL 16: Understand events, trends, individuals and movements shaping the history of Illinois, the United States and 

STATE GOAL 17: Understand world geography and the effects of geography on society, with an emphasis on the United States.
STATE GOAL 18: Understand social systems, with an emphasis on the United States.

Address Illinois State Learning Standards

develop, present, apply and preserve their voices, HPP builds a community of learners that includes elementary and 

HPP Theory Of Change
If we at KL provide HPP
par cipants with:

A safe space created by
ritual, trust, and significant

to personal growth and
expression

Mentoring, team-building,
performance, publishing

workshops

intercultural competency
Cross-cultural service
learning projects

will:

Feel engaged in the

the majority of sessions

Demonstrate consistent
engagement with, and
progress toward a finished
art project

Demonstrate an interest in
and early understanding

and that of others

Show early skill and
knowledge gain in the
areas of listening,
speaking, reading and
writng

Work well with peers and
mentors over the course of
developing the project

Which will lead to HPP
par cipants:

Independently increasing
their cultural 
competencies

Gain confidence and
self-awareness by learning
to value their own stories
as well as the experiences
of others

Demonstrate important
knowledge and skills,
including: basic theory of
performance poetry/slam
poetry; the capacity to
implement and manage an
art projects; techniques to
produce art, including

word, and Hip Hop culture

Which will in turn lead
to :

Youth become leaders
who have ownership
over their own voices
and feel in control of
their lives

Hip Hop is presented
and preserved as a

and youth 
empowerment

Strategies Immediat Outcomes Intermediate
Outcomes

Intended Impact
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1/2 Pint Poetics (HPP) Best Practice Elements

Physical and
psychological Safety

have direct input in their development.

Clear and consistent rules

-
ing experiences and provides youth the opportunity to build skills (e.g. 

problem solving, civic responsibility, etc).

and belonging

The program provides youth, both individually and in groups, the opportu-
-

-

is a part of our opening and closing ritual where youth are reminded to 
pass peace, love, and respect to their peers, community, and world.

Support for efficacy and

the learning process. Indeed, youth learn how to take risks and also learn 
how to fail courageously.

art making art learning literacy, community service and more. The recogni-

HPP coordinates its efforts and communicates regularly with families and 
school, and
community efforts
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Areas made with borderlines
secretly seeping hatred unto gleaming statues 
Buildings plastered in the night sky
Cold winds connect our cold city

Moving with the cold cut breeze 

Yet Chi residents face the ugly
shady Chicago shoots shortys coming home from school

They don’t know us.. anymore 
 Classrooms can’t score cuz our stories are ignored
Like friendly neighborhood crack ..heads speaking prophecies 

We hustle these corners like we own em
Only for our hoods to be gentrified
 No more Uptown BBQ or rec. centers

 move to a new place
Just to get put out, 
 REPLACED

Were not asking for your help
 just take a glimpse, into our eyes

But some can’t open windows in school, cuz bullets might breeze over head
Feels like our public schools have higher deaths, than drop outs 
Graduate Chicago, 
walk across the stage with yo head held high

admissions 
Graduate Chicago,   because you listened 
Graduate, so that these skylines 
(point to eyes) can finally glisten 

amming with the breakers & graffers
Lynx to Kuumba’s poets and the rappers
The home of slam poetry,  
but are you listening? 
(sign language—row row boat whisper to loud)
Cuz we’ve had a lot to say for years 

o we drop ink unto pages
plant seeds on these stages
of a shady Chicago who shoots shortys
we hope these poems will 
save souls  those inside areas with borderlines
secretly seeping death onto concrete 

Just trying to smell the sweet 
Of our home, Chicago

Graduate 
Chicago

Raw Starz 2011

Essential Question:  Should citizens have the 
right to carry weapons?

Poetic Element: Alliteration 
not for fulfilling visions of filling prisons and 

Activity: Pick an object that has healed or 
harmed someone you care for and describe a 
person or place by making a comparison to that 
object.  

View poem at 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GuVNfmP-
nNQ
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Momma told me to know my story
She said, “Learn you and tell the world as you do” 
To dream 3point shots 
but shoot to read everything 
& give everything all you got
She warned about his stories found in schoolbooks given to me
Said be ready cause barely anyone in there will look like me
Think like me Like me
Then I found Poetry
Poetry like me
So I started writing
Started writing about me 
About What I wanted to see 
How I wanted to believe 
 In who I was to be
So I started writing to learn about me
ME

Me 
Escaping
Escaping overheard kitchen rumors of 
“all shell ever do is clean a room!” 
“Here’s a mop 
& don’t forget the broom” 

Me 
Whispering 
Whispering (in prayer) my dreams of no more hooting and 
hollering back n forth just smiles cause life is short 

ME
Birthing beauty out of brown & black boy burdens
“Like that time we got wrote up for curfew” 
“Yeah when your mom was right there”
Putting a paper trail on us, 
that aint cool.  
Just wait we’ll show dem fools 
when we get our A’s, dem 99 percentiles and our Harvard 
Or Howard
University degrees  (give dap 2 each other) Me
A mouth less tongue 
We express with our wrists the fight of our fists!

ME
Inking “illegal alien” truths of fathers and sons working hard to 
run their own landscaping business 
Me
Freeing silenced secrets  
Like KL’s Kee Kee, Screaming the untold noise that 
we all lock away in our journals
 
Me
Holding paper mics
Shouting 
“stop yo stereotypes”   
Cause the family of six cramped in a tiny one-room project
Is temporary, soon they’ll flourish in a house with no regret

Me
Appreciating the things I have
like when I catch an attitude cause I cant get restau-
rant food
It could be much worse!  just eat at home & break dat 
curse

Me
Overruling criticism 

ME  Standing out 

ME Changing the unchangeable Black president 

Me  Telling u who I really am ME 
Writing poetry to learn about ME

About ME Ravenswood Peace

Poets 2010 

Essential Question:  What about who you are do 
you want the world to know?

Poetic Element: Dialogue
Me  Escaping, Escaping overheard kitchen rumors 
of “all shell ever do is clean a room!”

Activity: Write a list of smells, sounds, and 
phrases you hear in your house, neighborhood, 
and or school.  Pick one person that you listen to 
the most and list the phrases they say all the 
time.  Think about how you react to what they 
say then write a poem using all of that persons 
phrases from your list and your response to 
their phrases.
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Na na na na na na na na…

KAI …A modern day ninja. I  stop greenhouse gases.

Double Duty…The man with 2 sides. I change Good and Evil.
Smartypants… I change minds. I bring wisdom to those who do wrong.

Earl …I am an overaverage Life Taker. I kill.
FREEDOM LEAGUE 
We make world peace 
Like Dr. King
I had a dream that everyone would be a super hero just like me
What is a Superhero?
A  believer
A  Saver 
Who understands everyone, even the villains.
Who cares for people more than they care for themselves.
Who are the Villains?
Haters…Uncreators 
The Life taker
The Heart breaker
The Killer
The Assassin
He only thinks of death
He has bad breath
He puts a gun to your mouth
Crazy
Child raper
Demolisher
1 life 2 life 3 lives gone
Let’s let pain run among us
Let it kill our brethren like animals
Allow suffering to be at our doors
Episode One
The villain vs. the superhero...

The Villain
Look at him
With his baggy glass eyes,
Sunken cheeks,
His hunger is not for food,
“Hey kid”

The kid
Walking with buddies
Friends on both sides
Screech
I’m frightened
Suddenly
Every one scrambles
Like a pack of zebras with hyenas on our tail
I stop and catch his eyes...
I am
All school boy

All skinny jeans and hip hop
All 10 year old swag
He is
All wrinkled
All old
All school boy shadow
All fool
I don't move
Should I run? Fight? Yell for help?
The other side
I look the other way
Now he’s clean
Eyes bright

Like my dad on his way to work,
He’s a real man
He is the man I want to be
He looks out for me

Superheroes
Purpose of life 2012
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“Why are you bothering him?”
“I feel like it”
Suddenly
He swings
He misses
The villain counters 
He falls to his knees
The clean man tries again
His rock-hard fist lands
on the side of his face
Then stops
Why?
The clean man says to his other side

 You darken the air…
You close the door
Your greatness escapes
Live, love, learn.”

Heros, sheros, blah blah blah
Why do we need superheroes?
To help us see others 
And the evil that needs 
To be stopped 

You need us because when we are gone so is peace
Why are you a superhero?
Looking like Malcolm X
My brain is big, my heart is bigger
I’ll give away my life
For those who can’t help themselves
It’s what we do where I’m from
There, no one is dumb

When brother argues with brother

When one sister smacks another

I always carry wisdom in my hand 
As I walk the land
Looking for ignorance to slay
Maybe today
I’ll see someone who needs my help
WHERE ARE THE SUPERHEROES?

In Chicago 
On my block
We will transform the world 
with wisdom, magic, swag and FREEDOM.
I just love to be free

Essential Question:  How will your generation 
be de�ined and celebrated?

Poetic Form:  Repetition and Anthem

Activity: Make two columns. 1) a list of all 
things pop culture in your generation, 2) a list 
of timeless things that are a part of every 
generation.  Draw connecting lines between 
the two columns.  Use one of these as a 
springboard for a poem dedicated to your 
generation.
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Gettin up my words
A Warriors Reminder 
Do you think your words could inspire someone?  What about who they are could you remind them of?  Fill 
in the blanks.

You 

My path

Focus ___________________________________________________________________________

Love_____________________________________________________________________________

I _________________________________________________________________________________

I DON’T__________________________________________________________________________

Give_____________________________________________________________________________

I hide____________________________________________________________________________

Do________________________________________________________________________________

Accept___________________________________________________________________________

Listen____________________________________________________________________________

Know____________________________________________________________________________

Start_____________________________________________________________________________

Create___________________________________________________________________________

Walk_____________________________________________________________________________

desire____________________________________________________________________________

Take responsibility for________________________________________________________________
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Gary School 2011Our Fight for Justice 

own mural, consider your message, use of color and audience

Picked by a farm worker. 

We can’t do what we have always wanted to 
accomplish;
To work a fair job and be able to earn every-
thing we need.
Immigrants have to go through this, 
It comes in the package when you’re an 
immigrant
We become stronger
Knowing that Si se Pudo! 

Parents feed on the dreams of their children—

As the banished are dragged back across 
manmade walls 
They hope that all they worked for, 
All their life, 
Is helping their children, 
Us.  

Favianna Rodriguez

Thousand get together 
And for just one reason
We fight for La Causa, to stay to live our dream

Marching as one, for 33.33 million Mexican-Americans!
We see the big crowd becoming the family yelling “Si se 
puede!”
Will all of our sweat ever pay off?

Who said we are all equal? 
Do all Americans have the freedom to pursue happiness?
Are we living in lies? 
Is all of this leading us back to the 1700s and slaves?
We’re afraid so

We too are chained 
To our legal status, 
Because we aren’t allowed to be in this group,

What they do is send us back 
Taking with us 
The broken pieces of our dreams back to where we were 
born,

-

Our faces filled with rage not being able to fulfill our first 
priority: school.
We walk with our grief, 
With black veils covering our last gaze, 
To where the Government thinks we belong. 

Suffering, pain, and disappointments to all.
We work hard and don’t deserve this treatment.
Our effort is going to waste like an uneaten 
Apple
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Dedicated to Trayvon Martin

You pulled the trigger to make sure I was gone 
I am used all over but made in one place 
I have a secret that no one else knew 
You need me when you go out at night 
I'm walking like nothing will happen
down the dark road 
I'm black and colder on the outside 
than you are on the inside 
It doesn't hurt to be thrown feel like fire
That the rain can’t put out 
The heat of the moment, the lava
inside boiling, the air so cold
as ice, the bullet fell like rocks 
The bullet coming from your mouth and your mind 
destroying everything
in its path, passing through me like nothing 
You tease me like you know me 
You think you know me because of what you see
With a black hoodie on top of me
You tease me try to break me down
But you carry me like a trophy, like a big winner 
As my breath slows down, the world goes black 
Are you satisfied? 
Are you happy for what you did? 
(Laughs maniacally, then nervously) 
A little boy without his brother, a mom without her son, 

Gunned Down Sawyer  Elementary 2012

Essential Question:  How powerful can words 
be?  How does it feel to tell someone else’s 
story?

Poetic Element: Wit
You tease me try to break me down
But you carry me like a trophy, like a big winner 

Activity: In groups of 2-5 discuss the scenarios 
shared in this poem, discuss ways in which the 
outcome could have been different, recreate the 
situations as a class and call “Peace” when you 
want to stop the scene and act out the new 
approach to the scene.

Finally getting used to this system  
Months have dragged by 
Pulling 15 more years with them
But I don’t know which way to face because each set of 
walls 
mini windows or bars bring banging, head turning, 
wrist cuffing, family waving, gun shooting, car inspect-
ing, weapon grabbing, niece asking, judge ruling 
nightmares.
So I can’t dream  All I do is wish  

Wait 
In      Silence               Horrified
I try to lie north knowing that the northern 
hemisphere gave birth to me to stay away from 
black and white stripes in direction of east and west.
Suppressed. In my cage
Pretty much in my casket and think
How come they know me for what I am not for whom I 
am
It was under self defense
He chased me like I was going to be his sent to heaven. 
Mama told me I was heaven sent. So in surprise 
I served mama’s say so. All you do is let fingers core 
future coffins 
and pull until the tips of your nails tingle with collages 
of death 
and red   
I try to shift
Trying to picture this image of me being an apple tree 

I Know this System
Raw Starz

Essential Question:  If prisons are being invested 
in more than schools where is the value being 
placed on the life of a prisoner or student?

Poetic Element: Imagery
Trying to picture this image of me being an apple 
tree, But they picked every apple out of me

Activity:  Allow students time to research the 
school to prison pipeline.  Watch the KL slam 
team 2011 Schoolhouse to Jailhouse Sirens 
video at 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qJLQeFM6_Sk  

what have you done? 
Laying in this big, black coffin
My family crying over me, tears like pouring rain 
I didn’t know I’d bring so much pain
To this family
You judge me for my actions
But if you get to know me
You’ll see how much hurt is really in me
I’m sorry, I’m sorry 
Lies, lies, your pathetic lies 

But they picked every apple out of me
I am weakening 
Number 1378625, look straight at the camera. 
Turn Sideways  Turn Sideways Turn Sideways”
Teleporting from sirens to silence         
This is my new school
Escorted to D37 by my new principle
She turns pink as I turn blue   I was smurfed 
stripped of life
She was pork dipped with mite

11
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Essential Question: How do tv/ media 
exemplify or not exemplify our best human 
attributes?

Poetic Element: Persona, rant
What is justice? Justice people say stands for only 
“just us”

Activity:  make a list of adjectives that you 
think are important for our world to exemplify.  
Choose one of the descriptions and write a 
rant in the voice of that word.     

Justice is not always served but when it is it’s like a cold drink
On a hot sunny day, served promptly. 
Justice should be colorblind,
Deaf to undermining comments and opinions
And immune to the biased or misjudging.
Justice is a lazy being,
Always late to work and inconsistently showing up where it’s 
needed. 

What is justice?
Justice people say stands for only “just us”.
They break down the word and make it something it’s not.
Justice used to mean people paying for their offenses
Justice has many meanings and we can all agree  on that
But what does it mean to you?
To some it’s a void, the word means nothing.
But how true is that?
Justice an only be served when the people 
That have the power to do so do it.
So maybe those people are right.
When a black teenage boy  wearing a hoodie is assumed to
To be the criminal
Even though he’s only  armed with skittles and an iced tea
But the man who shot him in cold blood walks free for 40 whole 
days before anyone decides to  put him in prison, Another 
question can be: how late is too late for justice?  How long is 
too long to wait for justice? 
The media and its injustice 
It all starts there.
The system used to do just about anything.
Include influencing our already clueless young minds.
Especially us girls.
The type of propaganda used to say “being a size 0 is that only 
way for you to be happy” because
“thin is in” and if you are over 100 pounds you better get on a 
diet now.
Or  “you need to be able to comb through your  weightless, 
flowing hair-hair that should be
Down to your waist” and “your face hast to be well made-up, 
you’re not worth anything if 
You don’t have on eyeliner”
But it stars with us.
We are the consumers. Consumers of injustice. 
We give them more ammunition for their arsenal
Allowing this media monster to have more things to throw back 
at us.
We’re scrambling to lose weight, to cover our skin with 
cosmetics, and 
Hate our own hair. But for what?
You do what they say just they can point out another flaw.
They want us to strive for one impossible goal: perfection. 

In this world, this melting pot, filled with different people,
With different view, different looks, different sizes and different 
dreams,
What is the meaning of perfect?
And what are we to the media and corporations besides walking 
dollar signs?
That’s it, we are nothing to them but sad, unsatisfied little girls 
that want to fit in. 

Justice
Stevenson

It starts with us. Using our own brains and eyes.
Wiping out the idea of perfection. 
Being sleek, straight, with weightless hair.
The idea of being sexualized at a young to be 
normal.
The idea of weighing almost nothing being the 
gateway to beauty.
Everyone blames the media but in a sense, we are 
the media.
They’re “cramming things down our throats” but  
we’re accepting it with open arms.
Constantly buying, watching, and listening but 
blaming it all on the “masterminds” 
Of the media.
“They’re out to get us, corrupting our minds!”
Only because we’re letting them.   Used to the 
flight and always dealing with the negative
Comments and thoughts.
A female is attacked by a male or another female, 
And it’s not news, it’s just a reality show.    Take 
your pick where it belongs. 
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If I could massage your feet, Kiss your forehead,  say breathe… I would
 I lock your fingers with mine watch you give birth to weeds of concrete
I realize how strong you are        I watch your pain    feels like my own
From a city that knows miscarriages all too well
This feels just like home     Back of the bosom of Katrina

balm in Gilead who can heal
Your Red Cross and blue shield   I’m the air in your belly
So   Breathe   Can I breathe for you
My city she breathe just like you       She bleeds just like you
And together your heart beats are louder than any bomb or M16
We won’t be broken they couldn’t shake our spirit with tectonic muscles

Haiti Uplift 

-

Gettin up my words
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In a Girl’s world  We write because it’s fun  We help, we rock  
We are girls who unite the world We love each other like  family
We don’t laugh when we see a girl hurt, sad or mad, we help each other out
We love to breathe fresh air. We get tan so we could be under the fan

In a girl’s world we love ourselves There are things that we’re interested in or we want    we won’t take no 
for an answer
In a Girl’s world   We don’t judge each other  We help each other out
We rock and roll because we hate boys who pretend they’re trolls.
We love to be rock stars eat pop tarts If we ruled the world 
we would take out All the violence Bad language And smoking problems

In our world We would put in helpful people, love, caring
Peace to the world and sharing      We share because sharing is caring

 They say that Girls go to college to get more knowledge   

In a girls world
Stewart School 

2010

Gettin up my words
1)Define respect, admire and hope:

2) write a list of women you admire & girls you respect:

3)write an Interior Monologue from the point of view of one of the women/girls listed.  Think about the 
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My Vocal Cords Are Strangled
NO ONE LISTENS TO ME!!!!!
My voice is weak as feather,
My words are SUFFOCATED and all I can say is LISTEN...
THEY killed my Baby
 Cries of her FATHER,
AIYANA STANLEY JONES 7yrs one shot through neck 
straight to the dome ((pop))
MY VOCAL CORDS ARE STRANGLED
I’m Tired of being MISTREATED
My voice hurts, it’s so delirious
My Mind is twisted I hope it don’t get tangled
Tired of screaming, afraid to go to sleep,
So I stay day dreaming in the wrong place. The Devils 
Angel and Gods Demon.
My VOCAL CORDS ARE STRANGLED
Every time I speak they say (you’re a lame))
No one really hears what I have to say
I can’t talk, where’s my voice Box? 
Always cutting me off!
I’m trying to be sincere, but no one will feel me My 
heartbeat beats to the tick tock of the clock  
Then it slows down to the flow of the ocean.
MY VOCAL CORDS ARE STRANGLED

Strangled Spencer Academy

Essential Question: Have you ever felt silenced, 
invisible or incapable of stopping violence?

Poetic Element: Hyperbole
My VOCAL CORDS ARE STRANGLED

Activity: On the board create a list of various 
community voices you hear. In a second column 
write a list of concerns that you have. As a class, 
play an improv theatre game by getting into 
groups of 2-4 players. Take the stage in your 
chosen community voice/character.  The 
remaining students will give them a who, what , 
where, when and why scenario inspired by the 
2nd list of youth concerns.  The players will then 
create a scene.  

Discuss what the writer means by strangled.  
Give students 2 rules for writing a piece from the 
perspective of “vocal chords” that have been 
strangled.  For example –they must use an 
oxymoron phrase and one simile.

We need some changes
all of the racist faces
can't understand others feelings
drugs and alcohol
and getting sucked into addiction
innocent kids
just pushing them into gangs
probably into jail they'll end up
and we shall hope they don't end up dead

as people smile others worry 
for their lives in the streets
they live in the horror that they have brought to 
them

in with the rainbow out with the skull
let the smile in out with the thunder storm
let the star shine bright in the sky
and make the gun shoot to the sky

taa taa taa gun shots light up the block,
damn someone got hurt now they’re on drugs
in with the good out with the bad
y can't children just grow up to understand
graffiti is actually art

on the walls of our streets we see
guns are trees
people are leaves
they fall and die
the hearts aren't as red with love as they should 
be
but now it's spring
and the tree is peace
new leaves growing green and alive

Perez School 2011Some Changes

Essential Question:  How can you make 
personal and community change

Poetic Element: Onomatopoeia
make the gun shoot to the sky
taa taa taa gun shots light up the block

Activity: Tell your partner about some of the 
changes you would like to see in your own life 
or world.  Write a goodbye letter to that which 
you want to see changed.  Be sure to include any 
personal reasons/memories you have.    
?

all the hearts are now red with love

once you reach the stars you realize that for love 
there are no limits
i'm just gonna push gangs out of my way
cause all you see them with is drugs,
violence and death is no open door in my life
we hold in our hands a heart that has never been 
given away
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In 1914 Something that was just plain wrong  Sat the blacks in the back

Some joined in Others weren’t even bothered by what the teacher did
Perhaps their parents trained them not to trust black

Langston   Langston    stood up for his kind of fair!
Used his pen & paper to spell it out   JIM CROW ROW    
Wrote it down, just the way he felt “ Jim Crow Row”

Stand up for rights Do what is right It’s not fair      Don’t make us sit there

But we should all get a turn All get a turn      All Get a Turn
It feels wrong, We should drink where we want & Have a chance to be heard
No Separate tables    2 Blacks     2 Whites   That could make things right!
If it feels wrong, that’s not fair  We look the same on the inside
Made by God   All human   same color blood    

We will not give up

On Langston
Inter American School 2010

Essential Question: 
What is fair and unfair?

Poetic Element: Historical
In 1914 Something that was just plain wrong  
Sat the blacks in the back

Activity:  In pairs, sitting back to back, ask 
students to get some note taking paper and a 
pen and �ind a space in the class to sit and listen 
with their partner. Students will take turns 
sharing stories of an experience they have had 
with unfairness/injustice.  Explain that they 
must be good listeners and take notes/draw 
pictures so that they can remember the story 
because they will be writing a biography poem 
about their friend’s experience.
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below to help you develop your own biography poem.

Stanza #1 In your own words explain the unfair event that happened to your story partner as if it 
happened to you

Stanza#2

Stanza # 3
Who didn’t stand up for what was right? What were they doing, saying and/or maybe thinking? Use 

What was the response of the people who stood up for what was right? What did they/you do or 
say?

Stanza # 4 Why was it unfair? Explain how this issue is unfair for all people.  If you can create a simile 
to help the reader feel the unfairness that your friend experienced 

Stanza # 5
was feeling, 

Stanza # 6  Why should we remember unfair encounters and share the memories with others? Why 
should you tell other people about the unfair event that you experienced?

Stanza # 7  

Gettin up my words
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The Reality 
of America

Purpose of life 2012

Oh Say can you see?
Past the gunshots on your block
Immigrants can't run for Prez
I dream dreams I shouldn’t dream
I dream of candy bars and ice cream
The racism and sadness shown on ignorant eyes

Oh Say can you see?

The racism and sadness shown on ignorant eyes
My dream is the black dream but
A goal like that is unreachable in a world of white
A world where black males are the most impoverished
America
Where black boys hold up the world in prison
The “man” says that the world is color blind
But I love my color
I love being reminded of what my ancestors did to 
makes me where I am today
I am happy that racism is now done to our backs and 
not to our faces
Because then it’s all right
Right?
Oh Say can you see?

Past the gunshots on your block
When you have to dodge and hurry just to get to school
When your neighbors are so ignorant to politics they 
vote for the man driving us down
When blacks are suffering
From such a strong case of post traumatic slavery 
syndrome 
That they can’t stand up to our oppressors
African Americans have been belittled for so long, we 
forgot our roots
And our politicians are turning their backs to their 
brothers
 And aiding in organized crime

Oh Say can you see?
I dream dreams I shouldn't dream I think of candy bars 
and ice cream
Lollipops and all kinds of things 
These are the healthy treats I get These are the treats 
that please me  But not my body  There are few grocery 
stores in the hood  The corner store is where we get  
our goods No fresh veggies, no fresh fruit All I see are 
Twinkies and a whole lot of Froot Loops I can’t get 
whole foods, I can't even get half. What does this equal? 
You do the math.
Oh Say can you see?
Immigrants can't run for Prez
They just watch all the rest

They want to be free
And be part of the U.S.
Barely jumped the gate
Didn't get a green card
Now they treat me like trash
Cannot get my independence.
And the running from cops,
The wind of the gunshots
This is not fair that I can't do things freely
Oh, say can I live scared without being scared of 
Social Services
Lord, just let me live freely
Let me start a new life.
I need to start a new life 'cause life is a struggle
And I must strive for it, maybe even have a chuckle.
Life is unfair; it's hard to fit in
But I must breathe good air, be comfortable in my 
own skin.

My unmarked graveyard is racism between Blacks 
and Whites
My unmarked graveyard is poor health in the hood
My unmarked graveyard is ignorant politicians who 
turn a blind eye to the hood

My unmarked graveyard is the jagged fence and the 
open land between it
Pregnant mothers and their husbands lost in a sea of 
bodies
Audible cries from dying babies in broken wombs
Blood running down their spines
Smells of death in the air
Bodies everywhere
This is the reality of America!

Essential Question:  How does America’s Star 
Spangled Banner hold us responsible?

Poetic Element: Imagery
Blood running down their spines, Smells of death 
in the air, Bodies everywhere

Activity:  An unmarked grave suggests it has 
been forgotten or disrespected.  Make a list of 
places in your world that seem to be treated as 
unmarked graves.  Write an Ode poem praising 
this place for the things you know it symbolizes 
and means to you or others.  Your Ode should 
express your concern for keeping it alive, 
respected and remembered.
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Our group Purpose of Life consists of 8 black boys between the ages of 10-13, including three pairs of brothers, who 

2009.

earthquake, including a picture of a living boy trapped in the rubble of a crushed building. So we wrote our thoughts 

Purpose of life Poetry Ensemble
An essay By Nile Lansana, age 12
(This essay is an excerpt from Our Difficult Sunlight by Quariash Ali Lansana)

Haiti In 3d
Purpose of LIfe

(Devonte Ash, Josiah Ash, Troy Bolton, 
Ahmani Davis, Stokely Davis, Onam Lansana, 
Nile Lansana, Banu Newell, Evan Wimberly).

BOOM!!!

Rocks on my body
Dirt and cement all over me
Mouth full of dirt

A child buried in gravel 
from the tremble in Port-au –Prince

My skin is not black but gray

I hear American words

Why are these people here?
Where are mama and daddy?
Why did this happen to me?

I do not want to die
Hold on

I’ll make it out
Survive any way possible

The stench of decaying bodies
And lost hope all around me
I am lucky
I am not dead

We need to help
Cause they’re in need

They shouldn’t have to plead

When Americans go to school

They are thankful
For the chance to learn
And the chance for life
And they thank God
It’s not over with a knife.

It makes me angry no one cares anymore.

A bum out here is a Trump out there

Makes five dollars feel like five grand
Might make you feel like a man

But we will never stop.

I will be the one to help them.

We wrote this poem to remember and never forget!
We wrote this poem to remember and never forget!
We wrote this poem to remember and never forget!

The first Black Republic!
The first Black Republic!
The first Black Republic!

BOOM!!!
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about different races and their lifestyles. The poem is also about the right way to live your life and how we are all 
connected to the earth and the innovators in the world and our lives.

Every life has a purpose
No man or woman can deny
You will find your purpose
Or you will die

Some people die for their purpose
That ends their lives in vein
So be successful and keep choo-chooing
Like an unstoppable train

Chilling out with no doubts

Making sure no one roars
Giving back to the poor

To make a difference in the world
Big or small, to help others
And fight for what is right
Don’t give up on the purpose of life

Help is not a verb it’s a noun!

There is a purpose in life
That you shall unlock
Find your key you must
Or live your life in shock

Some say life is nothing but strife
So they end it with a knife
Don’t close the door on someone in pain
Helping them could lead you to fame

No, fame is just a lame game
That can cause you to stray
Away from the purpose of life
Which is helping the yelping
Not leaving the grieving

We can help them by praying to God above

The purpose of life is love!
I am
Connected to the earth

I am
Connected to people who care for the poor

I am
Connected to everyone I live for and with

I am
Connected to all African kids
Even from here on the South Side of Chi

I am
Part of a loving, giving, caring

Big, black family
Where I live
On the South Side of Chi-town

I see

I hear

We are all connected!

The purpose of life for me is
Providing, living and learning

They call me Chinese
When I’m Korean

I am teased every day
They say, “Ching Chi Cho”
They ask me to say, “wax on wax off.”

Being Asian does not mean I know karate
Or work in a cleaning factory

I am Korean
I am American

Why can’t I just be me?

The purpose of life for me is
Providing, learning and living

They call me Mexican
When I’m Venezuelan
Every day I am teased
Like I jumped the gate
Where’s your green card?
That has not been used in 30 years

to jump over any fence
I can barely make a taco
I make no dollars, only cents

I only get the crummiest jobs
Harassed by cops for having an accent
I am an American, why am I threatened
Branded an illegal immigrant

Why can’t I just be me?

The purpose of life for me is
Breaking the racial barrier

I have as much power as anyone

Purpose of Life Purpose of LIfe
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But we are forced into places

African Americans are not
all gangsters and crackheads

To KFC, Grape Cool-aid or Cheetos

I am not stupid just because

Gettin up my words
the opportunity to write and possibly perform, take a moment to reflect on your experience.  Write a 

performances for both poems. And I don’t think that some of the other groups had poetry as good as ours.

nice improv and the audience loved us!

I want to be a soccer player when I grow up. I think POL helps with that because we have to have teamwork and 
commitment when we write our poems. You also have to be dedicated to the group. And you need all of those 

outside and play.

overwhelming for us.

happening around the world. I think that it’s a good thing to know what’s happening around the world because you 
gain knowledge about what is happening and how it could affect your life

I do not use words that are
used to oppress us

The purpose of life is

Purpose of Life!

.
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Trash on the ground ends up in the sea.
People use too much electricity.
Careless people leak oil into the sea like it was a 
dumpster.
All of this is starting to destroy her. 
People pollute the air with their cars.
We don’t want to end up like Mars. 
People use way too much paper.
Global warming is making water into vapor. 
Here’s the problem: too much pollution
Reduce, reuse, recycle is the solution. 
We are like a tsunami washing away the earth
Don’t you think it hurts?
So these are some things we all can do
To stop making the earth feel blue.

1. Recycle more and throw out less trash
2. Use less electricity by turning off the lights  
 that are not in use
3. Don’t drive, instead bike or walk
4. Use less paper cause its wasting trees. 

Make sure you do all of these. 
Save the earth! Save the earth! Save the earth!
Don’t be mean, be green!

Earth Day Lara School

Essential Question:  How do you prepare for your 
future?

Poetic Element:  Listing
1. Recycle more and throw out less trash
2. Use less electricity by turning off the lights  
 that are not in use

Activity: Think about you and the way your earth 
will look in 15 years.  Write a letter to yours 15 
year older self, what will you want to remind 
yourself of or what advice will you offer?  How 
might you hope the world has improved?   

Form: Couplet

View poem at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DH_Ye5YWJd0

Lara School 2012
Domestic Violence
They see her black silky hair covering her back
I know she does it to hide all her bruises and scars.

They see a happy wife but I see a wife in fear. 
They don’t see his fist as fast as a falcon

Looking into her eyes I see fear, neglect, hate, anger. 
And from her heart I hear a cry for love. 

She prays for better days
She loves him, as least she thinks.

She is an apple rotting away. 
She is another victim of domestic violence, a virus. 

Can’t she see that brutal beatings 
and a broken heart don’t make a happy life?

We need to love her!
Mothers
Daughters
Sisters
Wives

Let’s teach everyone to love. 

Essential Question:  How might TV and maga-
zine media shape your ideas about abuse and 
love?

Poetic Element:  Literal
We need to love her! Mothers, Daughters ,Sisters
Wives, Let’s teach everyone to love. 

Activity:  Using old magazines and papers, create 
a collage of photos and text that reveal your 
ideas about love and relationships.
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Gettin up my words
Have you ever felt like you couldn’t speak from your heart? Read  by Lara and
watch Abuse by Raw Starz at . Do you think
they felt trapped? Think about the dichotomy between the surface/façade of someone and how
they may really feel inside. Below, on the right side, write a list of character traits implied about

write about an experience when you or someone you know had to “hold their tongue” , why did
they? What happened? Did they ever tell anyone?
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Ravenswood

Peace Poets 2011Heritage
What if never is now? Who am I?
What if never is now? Where did I come from?
What if never is now? Torn clothes and blury vision,
A bad case of memory loss Memory of roots
Of ancestors  Of bare feet struggling 
To rockin timberland boots.
What if never was now?
I was planted on on this earth
But don't recognize my roots
Pardise, Gone wrong.
Sandy beaches and birds singing 
Palm trees hanging high 
And people dying left and right 
We are brother and sister 
Destroying each other wasting 
Time. What if never is now? Does it matter?
If I'm light  If I'm dark  If I'm white 
And we're not? When it comes to our past
We are lost, Like deaf bats 
Heritage and roots, Identity we lost the truth
Like orphans  who can't recconnect with parents
And no matter how hard we try
We can't go back in time  Even if I could 
Where would I start 
Too late to search  Floating in the abyss...gone
What if never is now And now is far too late 
This second chance  Not to find 
But start anew  Create a new identity 
What if never is now And now, is far too late 
But now is who we are

Essential Question:  What do the concepts of �inite 
and in�inite time suggest to you about your life?

Poetic Element: Oxymoron
What if never was now?

Activity:  As a class, brainstorm some of the 
“never” realities, inventions, ideas & beliefs etc. of 
today’s generation. In groups come up with your 
own “never” list.  Each writer choose a “never” and 
imagine what the world would be like if the never 
was now.  Be sure 

View poem at 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lx�lsMwaIU8

This America is OUR city of wind, of crazy weather and tower filled 
skylines
This America is a warrior Uptowning her words ” fo show” but 
knows  “what it do”  
he tweaks off beats  “dey no dey no”  
This America knows
 San Luis Potosi, Sunnyside and Paulina, Twin Towers 52nd & 
Keating
She walks  Ashland & Montrose  towards teens grabbing books 
and getting buses
He was born into The Crossroads of Kings and Latin suns
She knows Soccer and the smell of carne asada kicking the air
This America know “please” And “Gracias” 
He gobbles Gigios, takes Subway, Thinks… about MCYDs
He swallows moms mac n cheese and savors La Panaderia treats
She’s an Our lady of Lord burning candle, bursting with memories 
of Shalondas loving eyes, tia Maribels “hola Javier”   
Hes Garys auto shop down the street from the Mercado, 
Juking Felicia’s fry bread tacos   uhm uhm  
especially with honey
He Helps Clarendon’s b-ball courts with his fire crossover 
She jokes in Ravenswood red, uplifts black Februaries  dreams 
green Decembers
This America is kind, cool, and sometimes a silly fool  he won’t be 
bamboozled 
This America’s nice eyes roar lovely vocals She chants lullabies 
whiles palming tennis balls against the wall  Back N 
Forth back n forth  Adalante y atras 
its good its bad its happy it’s sad  
this America knows a Chi town hurt

City of Wind
Ravenswood 

Peace POets 2009
She witnesses fights   between nations and city 
blocks 
He knows guns, head bashes, car crashes, and 
bone breaking aches
Conversations 2 blocks down @ Hair Force This 
America’s mouthing her story to curly hair 
Bullies  and a Beals baby boy 
She is Childs, caring about the environment 
slamming doors to police sirens 
and tasting the guilt of what wrong does  “Just 
like a tattoo Just like a tattoo” Jordan sparks 
immigration controversy She paints Reyes, 
Vega, Perez, Acevedo, Ferrera 
Lil brothers & sisters like  Zak & Isaac   Norma  
& Alex   Midies & Ski  Charisma 
They listen  to front yard footballs thumping 
“Aint No War,  no Racism, No more” 
This America is racing, racing to change the 
world 
This America believes in  a city of wind, crazy 
weather and tower filled skylines
This is America is a reminder, we can be better 

This Is me …  America

View poem at 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1xdyDXxtQdo
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Dedicated to Trayvon Martin

You pulled the trigger to make sure I was gone 
I am used all over but made in one place 
I have a secret that no one else knew 
You need me when you go out at night 
I'm walking like nothing will happen
down the dark road 
I'm black and colder on the outside 
than you are on the inside 
It doesn't hurt to be thrown feel like fire
That the rain can’t put out 
The heat of the moment, the lava
inside boiling, the air so cold
as ice, the bullet fell like rocks 
The bullet coming from your mouth and your mind 
destroying everything
in its path, passing through me like nothing 
You tease me like you know me 
You think you know me because of what you see
With a black hoodie on top of me
You tease me try to break me down
But you carry me like a trophy, like a big winner 
As my breath slows down, the world goes black 
Are you satisfied? 
Are you happy for what you did? 
(Laughs maniacally, then nervously) 
A little boy without his brother, a mom without her son, 

what have you done? 
Laying in this big, black coffin
My family crying over me, tears like pouring rain 
I didn’t know I’d bring so much pain
To this family
You judge me for my actions
But if you get to know me
You’ll see how much hurt is really in me
I’m sorry, I’m sorry 
Lies, lies, your pathetic lies 

Little Village 
Gary School

Why here?
Why not somewhere else?
All these factories so near
Some don’t care, but all I do is fear.
People don’t know how unfair it is
They promise us things 
But don’t commit to it. 

Saying factories equal employment, 
“They will offer you tons of jobs” 
They swore.

“Oh yeah, I support that” 
All my neighbors said, cheering for jobs. 
But what happened after our toxic factory was completed?  
Only TWO employees were needed!

Yeah, that was everyone’s facial expression.
They brainwashed our minds 
Providing less to find.

A factory in our Hispanic community.
What did it bring you ask?
Nothing special to us.
But it sure gave money to the factory people! 

But even worse  
We gained  
Black smoky stuff!

Hmm I’ve seen it goes up high
In the sky…
IT IS POLLUTION! 
AND IT’S GOING IN THE AIR 95,000 HISPANICS BREATHE!
Way too many indeed
And just for this community.

Why have a factory here,
In a high Hispanic populated neighborhood? 
It is dirty enough!
It means more lead to be distributed,
Near schools! 
Playgrounds! Parks! And in our homes! 
Everywhere we go!!!

AHHH!  
I hate that nasty gross burned smoky scent!

Us, residents, ignoring the smell in our neighborhood
It smells like injustice!
Not having a say to what we want 
for the community we live in 
Trying to hold our breath ever since, 
But no use.
The smell continues.

It affects us, 
The ones who live in the community, 
Where these pretty looking factories are placed,
Looking professional, beautiful, and safe!

It doesn’t even come to mind 
That they all are evil monstrous bothers!

Asthma, lead poisoning, diabetes, high blood pressure,
Can get to us,
Battling with pleasure 
Doing everything to win
So we become permanently defeated. 

It sounds scary!
Factories are harming us daily!
We aren’t the only ones inhaling the toxins in the air. 
I see dull, dry, dead trees nearby factories,
Seen at my first glare
In my community!

It makes me mad 
Seeing how our community trees are slowly dying 
All thanks to the factories, beating us up 
With their chemicals flying

But all I know now, 
Is that I want to have 
A clean, factory less community
Where all of my neighbors and I can have
A safe school, playground, park, and home to be in

And of course not have a disgusting smell to sniff 
Having a word in every decision to make if
Our community ever needs it.
But please, no more factories in my little Village.

Essential Question: How can a decision made 
by a few bene�it many? What makes you feel 
insigni�icant?

Poetic Element:  Chant
IT IS POLLUTION! AND IT’S GOING IN THE AIR 
95,000 HISPANICS BREATHE!

Activity: Think about a decision that was 
made for you without your proper input, how 
do you wish your voice could have been 
included in the decision making process?  
Write a step by step process on how to 
properly include a person or their community 
in a decision making process. 
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Encouraging students to critically explore systems of schooling
1. Choose a decision maker; make sure he/she understands that his/her role is to create chaos and to assist 
with activating natural reactions and emotions out of their peers.
2. Separate students into four groups and ask them to “shuffle” then “freeze”.
3. Divide the room into two unequal sections, call “shuffle” then “freeze”.
4. Divide the room again, creating four separate& unequal sections, call “shuffle” then “freeze”.
5. Explain that they are now representing 1 of 4 educational communities:

Financial excellence (private & suburban schools i.e. New Trier)
Your school represents 90% of the world’s wealth. It provides a stress free open campus that has all 
imaginable resources.99% of students attend universities.

Creative excellence (Selective enrollment school)
Your school’s administration has innovative insight coupled with private & public resources to aid in 
developing all things imaginable.

Service excellence (Charter School)
Your school receives both private and public resources. Sometimes there is heavy teacher turnover and 
students are hand-picked, creating elitism and division.

Limbo (Neighborhood school)
Your school excels at trying to survive and is welcoming of all. It has a less than 70% graduation rate.

6. Tell students they will now choose their schooling. Call out “school shuffle” then “freeze”.
7. Repeat and encourage them to move into the different areas.
8. Reflect & Ask:
 -How did this shuffle make you feel before you knew where you were? After?
  -Who was in control? Does this matter? Why or why not?
 -What seemed fair or not fair?
 -How does this compare to Chicago’s 2013 CPS closings of 52 schools?

Poetry Form: Battle Rap and Haiku

Activity: Explain the format for a Haiku and battle rhyme. Once students understand the basis for a 
battle rap, have them write battles in the structure of a Haiku with the intent to confront the chaos that 
school closings will present to Chicago’s students and their communities.

School Shuffle
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Gary 

School 

2011
Central Park Ave 

Born in Chicago
Downtown in St. Joseph Hospital

Taken to Central Park 
Into the 4th to last house 
I’ve never moved
Since I was a week old

And Chicago as the country 
Country which was very different from its city
That was the world to me 
I used to think of it as a Powerpuff world 
With “Sugar, spice, and everything nice”
I never thought of evil though

I never thought of 
the woman who could have been beaten by her 
husband 
Or of the men in jail who could only see their 
daughters through a glass

because of this urban war

their country 
I never thought of that

I was 5
I only knew about

About how much I wanted to go to pre K
And how I knew that riding my scooter inside the 
house 

No one is Superman 
Absolutely no one
Everyone is a coward at some point

All of what I thought about of 
The sugar, the spice and all of what is nice
Vanished right when I was five
As I saw a gun pointed 
Right at my mom

Mom fainted
And fell on top of me 
Since I hid behind her
And the guy just got the purse
And ran off
Taking with him his only power and strength
A gun

But no one came to help
Not a cop
Not a neighbor
When I screamed
Thinking my mom was dead

No one came
Not the drunk guys from next door
Not Dona Antonia, the banker

Not Don Julian, who always took long walks with his 
dog, Penny
No one from Central Park Ave. came to help
Because they were too afraid or just ignored their 
sense of hearing

Nine years later,
Don Julian takes short walks alone since Penny is 
now dead,

taking care of his garden
Dona Antonia, is unemployed and divorced and lives 
by herself 

And me
 I just keep thinking

 I would ever see 
a gun
On Central Park Ave.

Essential Question: Have you been loved and 
supported or let down and betrayed by your 
community? 

Poetic Element: Identity
I was 5, I only knew about How much I wanted 
a bag of skittles
  
Activity: Make a list of people, things and 
places you love in your community then put a 
star next to the ones that have you have 
grown to appreciate more and or those that 
have disappointed you.  Try to recall when 
your feelings for it changed.  Capture that 
memory in a poem to that person, palace or 
thing.
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I am war caused by you    
You America 
A society engulfed in flames 
I want to travel far away from here    

to a place like home 
Like my room my own paradise 
by boat car or plane I might be running I must 
get there
this world is burning so insane
I am war feeling there is no place for me

for rain like vultures
Will We have a chance to grow    
Pray this death from me 
Take this chaos and make it peace 

Not prey for predators 
Hoping tomorrow I’ll be the victor 
Hoping to live    
hoping tonight I can lay my head  
And Rest my ears 
I am Gunshots    
Screams   
Sirens              
Rings    
Planes        
Silence 

Need to be heard
I am war Americas winter 

called
Cause knows what needs saving

Save me from falling keep me from the ledge 
Save me with your hands  
Grip firmly 
Save me for myself

Will we have a chance grow  To be victors   
To go home 
Home is peace    
Home is a barrier  
Home is family 
I am burning to get there   To escape this 
society engulfed flames

Tomorrow Is a Poem
Ravenswood Peace Poets

Essential Question:  How powerful can 
words be?

Poetic Element: Climax 
Will we have a chance grow, To be victors   
To go home  

Activity: Discuss how poetry can be a 
form of communication and peace 
making.  Brainstorm 3-5 other forms of 
peace making & positive communica-
tion tools.  Write a metaphor compar-
ing one of the newly identi�ied 
peacemaking tools to tomorrow. 

a poem 
I am tomorrow The future   I need to 
change it 

War. Into freedom  War into  
paper and pencil 
War into my radio  War into 
words 
My words express what I stand for Who I am 
and where Im going
These words are tomorrow  And 
tomorrow is a poem
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Do you play in the day
And we all shout hurray
But u stay in the house
 when it gets dark and gray
Then the addicts start to rise
And the kids say good bye
Day and night

Chicago is a 2 face
It’s lightness emulates nice traits
Looking at great lakes
A wake up call, 
alarm sounds to tell us its morning, have no harm 
we play duck duck goose under the blazing hot star
light hearted 
with pleasure and amusement,
 absolutely energized
Great streets, 
great moods, 
great people

 (for the most part 

but that isn’t the point right now,)

anyways, 
sun beats skin like basketballs falling to ground with worries
worry free

there’s a tune in the distance, sweet ice cream

closer, closer

kids on lawns, man screaming out from his lungs
popsicles and waffle cones medium, small, large!
Hurry up, get some money! 
Need yummy treats for my tummy!
“Let me hold a dollar” 
“Gimme a single!”

I’ll race you to where banana splits splits me between you in the line

Asking for more and more!

Of both the ice cream and day light, 

the candy cane light twitches on,

To be safe,
and blind to the fact
that ways of the dark we do not  see

it isn’t the dark, 

Day & Night
Raw Starz 2011
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but maybe it is,
 her face withers into wrinkles and turns

they come from the wrinkles and cracks in her neck 

business slows and off goes the cooler of the ice cream
smiles fade to grins
and night brings different customers to drug teams

crazed canines come close, loose
the man hands become obtuse

even if it means the intake outweighs their pulse into flat lines

long nights are icy, cold broken surfaces 
kids don’t walk these slippery jagged edges
because oily grounds could claim them into dark comas,

oil also breaks gangs into bad cases of acne
 on the Chi’s cheekbones
like guns out of holsters
like bread out of toasters
like jokes out of jokesters

 unfortunate that foot soldiers  make the west side 
look like the wrong side
drug dealers howl to customers
like wolves do to moons white surface
funny that it resembles the coke
the drugs deal down peoples
 
these kids didn’t grow up daylight like we did
the night became sweet to them 
like forbidden fruit
we craved ice cream trucks  
they craved night scream bluffs

broken glass crack pipes

and as hours expire,

like bats into caves

themselves into our safe mosaics
color and tone comes back to her face,
another night goes, another day…to play

Essential Question:  What details do you know 
about a place that others may not?

Poetic Element: Pun
like guns out of holsters, like bread out of toasters, 
like jokes out of jokesters

Activity: Draw a comparison chart and identify 
all the positive and negative attributes of a place 
that you identify with  
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Essential Question: What is genocide? What 
fuels genocide? 

Poetic Element:  Personi�ication
Chocolate kiss kiss pain, heart was shackled ...
as if mass murder melted in her memories

Activity:  Ask students to share what they know 
and if needed provide/review some background 
on Holocaust and Africans middle Passage to 
enslavement. Discuss/create a VIN diagram so to 
compare and contrast the historical signi�icance 
& details.  As a class selects two other historical 
events or a current issue, such as child soldiers 
vs. youth gang, using the same process, allow 
their �indings to guide their creative writing.

They stand parallel 
Conjoined by history repeating its self
Their souls lynched together 
Sacrificed by fire 
She bleed for 100 years 
1600 until 1700
He burned for five months 
Dec.1941 until May 1941
They spoke the same language of genocide 
With two different tongues
Germany and Africa   
He caresses, her they say love hurts 
They’re not lying because what can hurt move than the 
holocaust and middle passage 
Having intercourse 
Holding hands intertwining
Pushing over Atlantic plank 
And infinity death rates 
Wondering if he will find the passage to the middle of her heart
Wondering if his dance moves will be as intricate as a Swastika
Her body curved like waves 
He waves with concentration camps  
Yes tents couldn’t cover up their love
Behind her beauty she holds brutal love 
She makes me want to go on a train car 
To the dock and ride the boat that she came from
I could tell that her past relationship was hurtful but short
Like the seven weeks to cross seas
Her skin tone matched her blood 
Red shoes
Her body drowned in blue dress
We went to school together 
First period turning corners
To find beauty through peripheral visions
She looked at me as if boats were more familiar than cars   
Dang
Chocolate kiss kiss pain, heart was shackled 
I told her that we could be perfect ordered 
Pair in the positive quadrant 
A negative times a negative  
Equals a positive 
We exchanged numbers she writes beautiful 
Writing 400 like that was a long amount of torture to go through 
Two months in and algebra bombing brains with slopes 
And still trying to find the formula for us this part seemed long
Because writing with red ink on white paper 
We have a connection 
We understand each other 
History repeats itself like no other 
We spoke the same language of genocide 
He held me 
I wept in his arms crying for our people 
Didn’t deserve these shackles burning their wrists and ankles 
Sketching scars into their souls 
Often scared to look into his gray eyes 
I’ve came to noticed how she can never stay put 
Constantly rocking back and forth on her heels 
Telling me that her boat never stopped 
She was shipped to me from heaven 
She was frighten when I touched her 

As if she had seen mass murder through my third 
eye 
Or as if mass murder melted in her memories
We went to school together 
Conjoined by history repeating itself 
His gray eyes may have been to dangerous to look 
at
She was scared 
Saying that seeing people of different ethnicities
Reassured her 
Her eye color changed everyday 
Giving hints that colorism  floaated through her 
life 
Through history 
We stood parallel 
For five months burning 
For 100 years bleeding 
Souls lynched together  
Spoke the same language of genocide 
With two different tongues 

Raw Starz 2012They Stand
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Gather a crew of educators, artists, activist, and community stakeholders to gage their interest in throwing an 
elementary schoolpoetry slam. Ask yourselves….
• How might this slam impact and involve our community?
• What are our guiding principles? What student/participant social emotional factors do we need to consider?  
• What do we wish to achieve or inspire within the individual poets, their communities and the learning 
community we represent?  How will we reinforce community building and self-actualization and eliminate ill 
competitive qualities? 

Consider the motive for students and community participation and or business support. What will inspire your event? 
Chicago hosts many slams, the NIKE Black History slam in February, Louder than a Bomb teen slam, ThinKING, an all 
ages cash prize slam, ChitownBeatdown, hosted by Solarfive focusing on rap battles and bragging rights, and ½ Pint 
Poetics, an elementary slam focused on issues of equity. Develop 2-3 measurable outcomes and an assessment tool.

Start a team by organizing a slam poetry performance as an in-school assembly.  Be sure to feature experienced spoken 
word youth and adult artist.  At the end of the assembly, have interested students sign up for a page to stage workshop 
that can lead to forming a team or atleast enough poets to then put on a mini open mic or poetry slam.  Maybe its class 
vs class, an indy poet slam, or school against school.  The student interest will dictate the level of the slam.

Expose participants to pre and post opportunities for arts making, learning and literacy. Offer teacher professional 
development (how to use a mic, how to write a group piece). Publish and record student works, hold mini open mics, 
attend local events, host artist workshops and performances. Approach the slam as a continuum of activities that lead 
into but do not end with the competition itself.Identify the challenges and strengths of your learning community and 
then develop innovative artistic approaches and safe spaces for addressing and healing..For example, invite in the 
larger community to provide workshops, develop innovative approaches for dialoguing and creating art about the 
issues. Chicago is a segregated city, ½ Pints emphasizes intercultural exchange by hosting two to four annual service 
projects across the city.  Participants are bused to various parts of the city where they work together on varying service 
projects such as building community gardens, cleaning out homeless shelters, producing PSA’s or raising funds to build 
water wells.  For some it is their first time to that section of the city and an opportunity to learn about a community 
and build relationships with peers they would never otherwise come in contact with.  Activities should supportidentity 
affirmation, critical reflection, self-examination and hope.

Structure the slam in a way that downplays the competition - knowledge not number! Emphasize the page to stage 
process by celebrating the competitor’s particular strengths. HPP equally acknowledges a team’s writing, performance, 
community service, and commitment to environmental justice within the poetry slam by developing a judging rubric 
that emphasizes service participation, literary content, use of literary devices, performance techniques, clarity of 
subject matter, creativity, and more. You will need to refer to your guiding principles, goals, outcomes and measure-
ments to inform your slam rubric.

Plan LOGISTICS. Who will compete? How many and who will volunteer? Do you have a budget? Need sponsors? What 
will be the schedule/calendar of events? When and where will the slam take place? Who will provide the sound & right 
amount of mics? How will you outreach to participants and allies and market to the rest of the community?  How will 
students get to venue?  Will there be a charge?

Archive the process and product.  HPP produces an annual chap book of student’s written works.  HPP also conducts 
live audio recordings of each poets competitive works.  A photographer and videographer document the event and 
place photos and video online for student access.

Get it Crackin’.  Get a DJ, food, giveaways, hot performers, judges, hosts and a full audience.  Be sure that your teams 
have all of the rules and information about the day beforehand.  Be detailed in your planning so that your participants 
and coaches only have to focus on showing up, exchanging and growing a better world!   Have fun with it…It's not that 
serious!

When working to prove the power of art to transform, inspire and perhaps impact...

Throw a Poetry Slam!
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What it is (1)?   
Introduce the author and title of the poem, read independently 

Who U b?  
What do students already know?  Guess who the writer is (gender, age,  faith etc)Introduce the poet/ 
writer/ the organization/school-- make connections if possible to contemporary/ classic writers.

Where u From?  
Provide some background of where he/ she writer was born-- where their family came from etc.  Where 
the organization, publisher, music label etc that contributed the piece is located and the work they do.        
(who is on record label, what other publications?)

When is that?  
Give a briefs overview of the time period in which they lived possibly comparing happenings in their 
community locally nationally and internationally

What it is (2)?   
Read as a group aloud -discuss

What u b on?  
Share info that illustrates and gives insight into the writer. 1) what is the tone of their writing? 2) 
Where/with who does the writer identify with socially economically religiously etc.. Think about his/ her 
born culture vs. culture of choice and what parts of their identity have influenced those choices.

Why u care?   
Introduce the lessons significance, the vocabulary and any poetic elements, the reflection issues with an 
essential question, comprehension goals (literal inferential and critical) and reading / performance style. 
discuss literary element choose 1-2 to focus on. Remind the reader that they don’t have to understand 
everything in the poem-just be willing to hold and connect to something.

My Piece:   
Guide students to practice expressing their own thought and ideas about their experiences and expecta-
tions of the world.  Explain if you think you are a writer who just hasn’t picked up a pen yet.  Tell them they 
are writing using their own voice but they are encouraged to reference the model of writing that has been 
provided.  Combining their knowledge with contemporary art forms- ask students to use their familiar 
culture & art to explore concepts such as the historical/political/economic/social context, the themes, 
authors, audience or time period. Free write for  15 minutes pen to paper.

What u Speak: 
Read around of their free writes.  Read around that emphasizes active listening with a group reflection/ 
feedback component

Rewind:   
Edits and rewrites before final performances.  Possibility: allow the students to teach a similar lesson 
following the structure but presenting on one of their favorite writers (emcees, poets etc)

A Poetry Reading & 
Writing Analysis Sheet
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Literary Terms
Pun: the humorous use of a word or phrase so as to emphasize or suggest its different meanings or 
applications, or the use of the words that are alike or nearly alike in sound but different in meaning; a play 
on word.

Rhyme: the pattern.

Analogy: the comparison of two pairs which have the same relationship.

Hyperbole: a figure of speech that uses an exaggeration or extravagant statement to create a strong 
emotional response.

Onomatopoeia: a word that has a sound which imitates or holds specific meaning.

Personification: is giving human qualities to animals or objects.

Wit: powers of intelligent observation, keen perception, ingenious contrivance, or the like mental acuity, 
composure.

Double Entendre: figure of speech in which a spoken phrase is devised to be understood in either two 
ways. Often the first meaning is straightforward, while the second meaning is less so: often risqué, 
inappropriate, or ironic.

Imagery: using language to invoice a visual image or something or someone.

Synonyms: different words with almost identical or similar meanings. Synonymous

Antonyms: words that mean the opposite of another word.

Homonyms: same spelling and the same pronunciation but have different meanings.

Simile: a comparison between unlike things using, like, as, or as though

Metaphor: a comparison in which one thing is said to be another

Oxymoron: Putting two contradictory words together

Allegory: a symbolic representation

Allusion: figure of speech that makes a reference to, or representation of, a place event, literary work, 
myth, or work of art, either directly or by implication

Tone: the mood or attitude of the writer towards the topic/subject

Mood: a feeling that the reader gets from the writing 

Satirical Verse: is a verse that uses wit and ridicule to attack a social injustice

Free verse: lines with no prescribed pattern or structure

Literal meaning: limited to the simplest, ordinary, most obvious meaning

Climax: The turning point or moment of greatest tension 
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The Purpose of Life Poetry Ensemble evolved in response to the ½ Pint Poetics Poetry Slam competition as 
well as the mesmerizing hold of Hip Hop/Spoken Word on my two oldest sons and their posse of highly 
motivated, soccer-loving friends. All of the Purpose of Life (POL) boys have attended LTAB events and 
festivals, produced by Young Chicago Authors, for many years prior to the existence of ½ Pint. Most of the 
crew suffers, for better or worse, from culturally-aware parents who drag them hither and yon between 
soccer practice and video games. The boys were always invested in the LTAB competitions, as if they’d 
been watching World Cup matches or Ohio State football. You will see from my son Nile’s essay to follow, 
they all like to win. It was refreshing to see a group of young Black boys, clearly friends and thinkers, 
amped up by the presentation of language and ideas.

I have never been a fan of or participant in the poetry slam movement, though many close friends are stars 
in that community. In the late 1980’s as a way of making a poetry reading more engaging for an audience, 
the poetry slam was invented. This form of competitive performance poetry has become an international 
phenomenon and a spoken word genre. The slam made a sport of poetry, often sacrificing prosody and 
craft for high scores and applause. Coming to grips with the competitive aspects of ½ Pint has not been 
easy. As regularly mentioned at slams far and wide, I acknowledge that poetry is the point. I cling to that 
notion and shared it openly while working with the ensemble members. However, when POL came in 
second in 2009 and third this year, what they internalized was, “We lost again.” 

What drew me and the other parents to form, schedule, and maintain POL was the focus on social justice, 
in addition to creative expression. Despite distractions, hectic schedules, and an endless supply of energy, 
the boys focused when needed and worked very hard. Yes, they enjoy the spotlight and the potential for 
income from public performance, but I believe they also all like expressing their thoughts creatively while 
pursuing answers to questions about the world.

The first POL poem, penned in 2009, is titled “Melt the Guns.” The poem was born of very real, very 
immediate concerns about gun violence in Chicago, particularly among young people. The city led the 
nation in the number of high-school-student murders that year. The shooting of a young Brown or Black 
man seemed to appear daily on the local news outlets. I’m sure these killings were discussed in schools, 
even if informally. The sound of gunshots remains a regular occurrence near the homes of many POL 
ensemble members. We discussed the many reasons these shootings happened and what we might do to 
stop them. The poem closes with the boys chanting “Melt the guns, bring the peace!” then, at the vocal-
ized sound of a gunshot, they all collapse to the floor. It is a haunting reminder of urban daily life.

Most of the POL boys are leaning into their teenage dispositions. What were formerly recreational activi-
ties are now serious commitments. Five of the boys are on traveling soccer teams that practice four times 
a week, and play multiple games on weekends. Nile and Troy are on a nationally competitive football team, 
and Onam’s moves have landed him a spot in a citywide dance program and a photo in the New York 
Times. Girls have entered the picture, as well. I am unsure what the future holds for Purpose of Life. 
However, I believe these two years spent bonding, writing, and performing their own ideas have been 
valuable to all of the participants. Their level of comfort regarding public speaking has increased signifi-
cantly. That is a given. Their capacity to access their thoughts, then consider and clearly articulate them, is 
a gift to themselves that will aid in their journey from boys to men.

Willing Testosterone
On working with the Purpose of Life Ensemble

Excerpt from Our Difficult Sunlight: A Guide to Poetry, Literacy & Social Justice in Classroom & Community, 
by Georgia A. Popoff & Quraysh Ali Lansana (Teachers & Writers Collaborative, 2010)
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